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Migration: global dimension 

• 244 million migrants worldwide, 3.3% of global population (2015), incl. 
20 million refugees 

• 2 out of 3 international migrants lived in Europe or Asia
• nearly half of all international migrants worldwide were born in Asia
• in many parts of the world, migration                                        occurs 

primarily between countries                                         located within the 
same geographic 
zone. 

• 87% of international migrants living in                                       Africa 
originated from another country                                            of the same 
region (82% Asia)

• 70 million people around the world                                            claim Irish 
or Scots Irish roots 



Global and local

Opportunities: 
• a very important contribution to social and economic development

both in the countries of origin and in the countries of destination 
• broadens the opportunities available to individuals
• crucial means of broadening access to resources and reducing poverty

Challenges : 
• Brain drain 
• Exploitation and  racism in host countries 
• Victims of human trafficking, sexual exploitation and forced labour 

Throughout human history, migration has been 
a courageous expression of the individual’s will to 

overcome adversity and live a better life.



You don’t really believe that, or, do 
you?

§ 37% of respondents think that Northern Irish people are very 
prejudiced towards people from minority ethnic communities

§ 48% of respondents feel that migrant workers take jobs away from 
people who were born in Northern Ireland.

§ 30% of respondents agree or strongly agree that migrant workers 
come to Northern Ireland just to get social security benefits

§ 70% of respondents feel that the number of migrant workers coming 
to Northern Ireland puts a strain on services. 



Public perception of migration in the 
UK

ØThe public’s average guess of the size of the UK’s 
foreign born population is 31% (in reality 13% -
Ipsos Mori 2014)

Ø “Imagined immigration” complex cause and effect, 
we overestimate certain groups because they 
worry us 

ØDifferences in perception  
§ type of migration (professionals vs. unskilled); 
§ national vs. local concern (disjunction, many see it as national problem but not in their area)
§ class less issue now, but income groups have different reasons for concern (i.e. jobs and housing 

for lower income, benefits and public services for higher earners)
§ generational 
§ regional 



Ipsos Mori 2014 



Public perception of migration in the 
UK

however, newspaper readership is much more likely to be significantly 
related to concern about immigration than any other measure 

Not necessarily a causal effect, as people partly choose newspapers 
because they reflect their already formed views

BUT 
- there is a reinforcing interaction between the public, politicians and the 

media and cause and effect run in all directions
- a poll found that 78 per cent of respondents of all ethnic backgrounds 

believe that media portrayal of minorities encourages discrimination 
(Guardian 2014)

- only a tiny minority of journalists, producers, news commentators come 
from BME background, white middle-class bias and establishment views  





Challenges  
• Public debate around immigration in the UK has become increasingly 

toxic: migrants demeaned and demonised, refugee crisis and Brexit 
debate intensified xenophobia

• Public perception (“imagined immigration”) is  to a large extent 
influenced by the media à media, esp. public media have a great 
responsibility 

• Importance of early education initiatives and exposure to diversity (but 
challenges of divided education in NI) before negative perceptions are 
formed 

• Government policy framework – mainstream racial equality, involve 
stakeholders 

• Myth busting and promotion of diversity should still be continued, but it 
is difficult in the  context of negative stereotyping in the media, as 
people do not often believe the facts 



Truth vs. myths 
Need to continuously challenge negative stereotyping and promote  
positive impact of migration and migrants 

I’m Not a Racist, but…

“There are too many of them here”

“They’re taking all our jobs”

“They’re forcing down pay rates and undercutting local workers” 

“They’re benefit tourists” 

“They contribute nothing” 



“There are too many of them here”

2011 Census
• 82,000 people living here who where born outside the UK or RoI 
• 4.5% population 
• Biggest national groups, according to first language:

– Polish (19,658)
– Lithuanian (7,341)
– Indian (4,796)
– American (4,251)
– German (3,906), Filipino, Slovakian, Canadian, Latvian, Chinese

• Numbers  too small to have any significant impact 
• Numbers of “illegal migrants” small 



“They’re taking all our jobs”
Small proportion of NI workforce 

• while local employers would choose to employ a native worker in preference to a 
migrant given candidates of equal ability, 37% of NI employers reported difficulties

• employers have recruited mw to fill skills gaps and labour shortages (high and low 
ends of labour market)

• 31% of employers said migrants had been “important” for their organisation’s 
survival, more than 50% in health and social care and in agriculture (2009 survey of 
600 NI employers)

• certain sectors, such as elements of food processing, could have disappeared entirely 
from NI

• far from “taking” jobs mw are saving, maintaining and creating a wide variety of 
employment

• Migrants create one in every seven new companies in the UK and are responsible for 
creating 14% of British jobs (Belfast is in the top 10 for migrant entrepreneurship 
(Centre for Entrepreneurs) 





“They’re forcing down pay rates and 
undercutting local workers”

NO serious negative impact of migrant workers on NI labour market

• migration helped the labour market and the economy to grow

• low-skilled and low-paid occupations ‘occupational segregation’ – minimal 
displacement

• discrimination illegal - mw not to be blamed for employers who do not pay 
minimum wage and breach employment legislation 

• forced labour, human trafficking, exploitation – modern day slavery 



“They are benefit tourists”
• people migrate for jobs, NOT for unemployment benefit

• employment figures for migrants are higher than those of the general 
population, the most economically active residents aged between 16 and 74 
according to language spoken:
Malayalam (92%); Slovak (90%), Tagalog/Filipino (90%); Lithuanian (87%); Polish ,(84%); Latvian 
(85%); Hungarian (84%), Russian (82%); Portuguese (77.5%); English (66%); Irish (66%); 

• severe restrictions on the rights of migrants to claim social security – recent 
changes have made it even more difficult and affected returning Irish and 
British claimants; more restrictions on the way 

• immigrants have a 23% lower probability of receiving benefits than the local  
population



“Public services can’t cope with the 
influx”

NO evidence for this sort of strain due to migration in NI

• Contribution of healthcare professionals keeps NHS operating: 

• 38% of all doctors working in hospitals in England qualified outside Britain
• 40% of the UK’s new dentists were born abroad
• 20% of those caring for older people were born abroad
• 16% of nurses come from a minority ethnic background



“They contribute nothing”
• migrant workers contribute more in taxes than they use in public services

• A8 immigrants paid 37% more in direct or indirect taxes than was spent on 
public goods and services which they received

• ageing population - migrant workers are needed  

• not only economic contribution, but 
• skills

• education

• qualifications

• previous work experience

• entrepreneurship

• contacts and global networks.

• wider contribution to society: diversity, music, food, customs and traditions



Common Platform
Racial Equality 
Strategy  
A coalition campaigning for 
a more robust and fit for purpose 
Racial Equality Strategy.

• Signed by over 80 organisations.

• Key issues:

• Reform of the Race Law Equality Legislation 
• Identify and prioritise key inequalities and develop actions to address them: 

health, education, employment 
• Integrate racial equality into the work of the Departmentsà identify strategic 

and evidence based actions
• Introduction of ethnic monitoring of the use of public services to establish 

progress 
• Resources 



Common Platform
Racial Equality 
Strategy  
• Strategy released in December 2016 

• Coalition concentrates its efforts on the composition of the Racial 
Subgroup , developing  an Action Plan and implementing the 
Strategy 

• Importance of the government framework to tackle inequalities and 
highlight the contribution of ethnic minorities 











GLOBAL REFUGEE CRISIS

Global population displaced by conflict in 2014:
59.5 million total: 

Ø 19.5 million refugees – 86% hosted in 
developing countries

Ø38.2 million internally displaced;

Ø1.8 million asylum claims pending



SYRIA CRISIS: Fast Facts

Ø13. 5 million people in Syria need humanitarian 
assistance.

Ø5 million Syrian refugees in the middle East, in 
Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq and Egypt; about 
10% of the refugees have fled to Europe

ØChildren affected by the Syrian conflict are at 
risk of becoming ill, malnourished, abused, or 
exploited with million forced to quit school.



Top five Countries hosting 95% of Syrian 
Refugees

ØTURKEY: 2.5 million
ØLEBANON: 1.2 million
ØJORDAN: 664,100
ØIRAQ: 244,642
ØEGYPT: 134,329
Top six hosting countries, 2015: Turkey (2.5 

million); Pakistan (1.51 million); Lebanon (1.2 
million); Iran (982,000); Ethiopia (702,500); 
Jordan (664,100); Uganda (400,000)



Why are Syrian fleeing their homes?

ØViolence: Since the Syrian civil war began, 
320,000 people have been killed, including 
nearly 12,000 children. About 1.5 million 
people have been wounded or permanently 
disabled, according to the Syrian Observatory 
for Human Rights.4 The war has become more 
deadly since foreign powers joined the conflict.

ØCollapsed infrastructure: Within Syria, 
healthcare, education systems, and other 
infrastructure have been destroyed; the 
economy is shattered.



Why are Syrian fleeing their homes?

ØChildren’s safety: Syrian children — the nation’s 
hope for a better future — have lost loved ones, 
suffered injuries, missed years of schooling, and 
witnessed violence and brutality. Warring 
parties forcibly recruit children to serve as 
fighters, human shields, and in support roles, 
according to the U.S. State Department.



Are the Exodus and Deaths Preventable?

Ø90% of those who cross into Europe by sea last 
year came from the world’s top 10 refugee 
producing nations.

ØSo why are refugees paying money to die? Or 
why are they taking such a huge with their life?

ØEurope’s dysfunctional asylum policy which shift 
responsibility for refugees and migrants instead 
of sharing it.



Are the Exodus and Deaths Preventable?

ØThe 1957 UN Refugee Convention - the catch: 

people can only claim asylum once they are 

inside your territory. The game, then, is to stop 

their arrival.

ØA visa-regime prevents travel by air or ferry, and 

family reunion is highly restricted.

ØThe perverse paradox of Europe’s asylum policy 

that creates a do-or-die asylum policy: If you 
can make it, you can claim.



Are the Exodus and Deaths Preventable?

ØThe introduction of Schengen visas in 1991 and 
the militarisation of border controls have:  

1) Diverted migration to other crossing points,
2) Refugees more dependent on smuggling,
3) Increased the costs and risks of crossing 

borders 





Is the Refugees Crisis manageable?

ØThere are 19.5 million refugees in a world 
population of 7 billion.

ØEurope 700 million wealthy citizens has yet to 
receive as many refugees as Lebanon (Pop: 
5.882,562): 1.2 million refugees or Turkey: 2.2 
million refugees (Pop: 79.426,536)



Is the Refugees Crisis manageable?

ØRapid, Effective and Global response
ØBetween 1922 – 1942  Nansen passports – refugee 

travel documents were issued to gave safe passage  
450,00 refugees.

ØThe Hungarian crisis of 1956, 180,000 people flee to 
Austria. Within months, 410 remains. The rest were 
taken in among 36 states, from US to Paraguay.

Ø In 1999 Kosovo war, the UN evacuate 100,000 
people under a temporary humanitarian relocation 
scheme, to every country in Europe.



Is the Refugees Crisis manageable?

ØTrack-record and legal framework to deal with 
this.

ØSo why the world is falling short of its moral 
obligations?

ØAn obsession with Immigration and the sense of 
an Invasion fuelled by politicians and the media.





Responses to the Crisis, ‘Refugees 
Welcome?’ and the Immigration Bill 

Luke Butterly, NICRAS



Responses to the Crisis – Governmental & 
Public

• Expanded Vulnerable Persons Relocation (VPR) 
Scheme for Syrian Refugees

• Outpouring of public support to refugees and 
asylum seekers here, as well as in Calais, Greece, 
and further afield.



VPR Scheme



VPR Scheme
This scheme resettles refugees currently living in camps in the 

countries bordering Syria and prioritizes those who;
• have medical needs;  
• have survived violence and torture;
• are women at risk;
• are children in a situation that makes them particularly 

vulnerable;
• have legal or physical protection needs;
• do not have local integration prospects; or
• are elderly in a situation that makes them particularly 

vulnerable



VPR Scheme

• 20,000 over 5 years

• 2,000 to NI

• First came in December - 10 families comprising 
of a total of 51 people joined us that day, 11 of 
which are children under the age of 5. Settled in 
Belfast

• Next group in April, to the North West



Public response

• Rallies, demonstrations, murals, donations, 
volunteering, etc.

• Hosting 
• Convoy to Calais
• Lesvos
• Calls for justice here
• Some negative – but minority and within a 

context - scapegoating



Public Response



Overseas



Anti-refugee rally



Are refugees welcome?



Are refugees welcome?

• With this outpouring of support for the public, 
its is clear the majority of people welcome 
refugees.

• But when you look at Britain's response in terms 
of their overall policy and practice, you get a 
different answer



Criminalisation of movement



Criminalisation of movement



Poverty

• Meagre allowance - £36.95 per week

• No right to work

• No access to any benefits



Asylum accommodation



Indefinite detention



Destitution



Transition

• Situation whereby refugees are becoming 
destitute after getting their status recognised

• Long delays in processing of benefits

• Especially effects families with children



Immigration Bill 2015



Immigration Bill 2015

• Illegal Working
• Access to Services
• Enforcement
• Appeals
• Support for certain categories of migrant
• Border Security
• Language requirement for public sector workers
• Fees and charges



Cuts to support

• Ending appeals when asylum support is stopped

• Implications for bail conditions

• For first time, provisions to remove support 
from families with children



What can be done?

• Clearly difficult, but change can and does 
happen

• Expansion of VRP
• Health regulations
• Legal aid for family reunification
• ESOL
• City Hall and Stormont motions



What can be done?

• Need to replicate VRP response for all – this is a 
minimum

• Transition – NICRAS report march 11th

• End convictions of asylum seekers seeking safety
• Call for an end to enforce destitution and the 

right to housing for all
• Right to work
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